
FDA and EU standards Set of 8 Star Wars Silicone Chocolate & Candy Mold & Silicone Ice Cube Tray

Product description:

These set of 8 Star Wars Trays are a MUST HAVE for any Star Wars fan!

Molded in BPA free, food grade silicone (meeting FDA and EU
standards) the Star Wars Character molds are safe to use up to 440°F. 
This means you can make more than just Star Wars Character ice
cubes! Candy,chocolates and soaps can all be made with these silicone
molds. 
And if you are stuck for ideas then no problem!



Star Wars has captured the hearts and minds of many sci-fi fans for
nearly 40 years and the love of this franchise has been passed on from
generation to generation.
If you haven't joined the hype then it's never too late, and these molds
will make any Star Wars Marathon night a get together to be
remembered! 
May the force be with you!
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Company information:

   Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber & Plastic Products Co.,Ltd with more than 7 years'experience in the
field of silicone and plastic products.Can do custom logos or labels on the product,can make
UPC/Barcodes and stick on the back of each item or each set,to put shipping labels on top of the
items in the carton,and can help stick the SKU label to the corner outside the carton,can send goods
directly to Amazon warehouse.both by Air and by Sea,door to door, can help pre-paid tax and duties.

Our Service:

1. OEM and ODM service like logo and barcode print are available.
2. Rich stock, short production period and fast delivery.
3. Customized Colour, Package.
4. Small MOQ.



Sample Details:

1.Sampling according to your requirements;
2.Cost depends on your logo and design ;
3.Sampling need 1-2  working days ;
4.A large quantity of samples fee is returnable as part payment of large order;
5.Mass production after sample confirmed,which need 2-3 working days as usual.

Custom Design:

1.For custom products,pls provide AI file or 3D file;
2.Or just give us your idea,we can design as your request;
3.Any custom silicone products is highly welcome !

Packaging & Shipping：

1.Inner packaging: polybag,private label,paper insert,gift box,UPC barcode label,FNSKU
label,instruction,etc
2.Outer packaging: K=K corrugated brown hard export carton
3.Shipping method: by air express ( DHL,UPS or FedEx ),by air or by sea

Certificate:





ABOUT US:





Contact Details:

Website : http://szbhd.en.alibaba.com/
E-mail :  lucy(at)benhaida(dot)com
Mobile Phone : 86-136-8249-4753
Contact Person: Lucy Liao
Skype: lucybhd                 
Whatsapp: 86 13682494753


